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Abstract: This paper explores the energy efficiency learning and practices of youths aged 18–25 years. The
studied youths are involved in a project, initiated by a municipally owned housing company, to educate residents
and change everyday behaviour, making it more sustainable and energy efficient. This project, which forms our
case study, covers socio–technical features such as energy systems and the individual metering and billing of
heating, electricity, and hot and cold water. How did the youths perceive and use the systems? Have their
attitudes and behaviours concerning energy-related practices changed during the project? The results indicate
that a combination of technology (e.g. metering and visualized energy use) and social activities (e.g. educational
activities and meeting neighbours and housing company staff) changed some practices involving what was
perceived as energy wasting behaviour (e.g. using stand-by modes and taking long hot showers), while other
practices (e.g. travelling and heating) were harder to change due to socio–technical barriers. The youths
displayed knowledge gaps in relation to the energy system and their basic understanding of energy (the
difference between heating and electricity).
Keywords: Everyday life, youths, housing, socio–technical systems

1. Introduction
A common notion is that children and youths represent our future hope in terms of changing
unsustainable behaviour. Sustainability is now integrated into Swedish pre-school and
primary school curricula and covered in secondary school and university courses.
Environmental awareness might also be important in working life, for example, if an
employer is involved in an environmental certification scheme. However, for most people,
learning about sustainability and, for example, energy conservation and low-energy lifestyles
is not included in their everyday activities. As an adult, education is voluntary, and it can be
assumed that few people intentionally seek a deeper understanding of environmental issues.
Many are exposed to information from various sources, such as their energy supply company
or local municipal energy advisors. However, mere information provision is considered a soft
and perhaps weak policy means, and research finds that it has little or no effect on behaviour
[1], while learning can reach deeper into people’s values and might even change behaviour
[2–4]. One key difference between learning and information provision is that learners receive
feedback on their thoughts and actions, as learning often involves communicating with other
people (possibly using various information and communication technology tools) [1].
Information provision is one-way and, by definition, is not communication at all. Published
research into intervention and energy conservation behaviour is mostly found in the areas of
psychology and social psychology [1,5–7], while the present research focuses on another level
of behaviour, namely, socio–cultural and socio–technical behaviour; consequently, we chose
learning and practice as our central areas of research [8–13].
The starting point of this research was to explore the learning of youths and young adults in
an after-school setting outside conventional formal learning facilities. Specifically, we
examine learning about sustainable energy-use behaviour and energy conservation in the
homes of 18–25-year-olds. We use a qualitative case study methodology, the overarching aim
of which is to understand energy learning among youths and young adults in a project
targeting energy conservation attitudes and behaviour. The main objectives are to explore
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stated energy-use behaviour from the end-user perspective and to assess the success or failure
of a project aiming to change behaviour through learning. We would also like to suggest ideas
for improving the learning approach that may be useful to stakeholders and policy-makers.
2. Theory and methodology
The analyses presented here will be based on our understanding of social learning; this
concept stems from research into the learning in action approach [14] and practice theory
[15]. Under certain circumstances, knowledge can be assimilated by an individual and put into
action, possibly leading to change [16]. Liedman [17] stresses that knowledge must be put in
a wider context and be put to the test. This is also the basis of Säljö’s situated learning
approach [14], according to which learning is not a harmonious occurrence but the result of
individual struggle and commitment, hence, a process. Practice theory takes a similar
approach to understanding human action, which is seen as resulting from a combination of
structural prerequisites and individual and social processes. Instead of making situations the
centre of analysis, Gram-Hanssen [8] emphasizes people’s practices and activities when
performing everyday tasks. We take this approach here, starting our analysis with how the
studied youths and young adults do things. Practices are complex phenomena and can extend
outwards from the home or the places where they usually occur. Gram-Hansen quotes
Schatzki when defining practices as our “doings and sayings” [15]. Gram-Hansen has
developed Schatzki’s theories by introducing physical features and technology, making the
approach more socio–technical.
Given the qualitative approach of this research and our aim of understanding a socio–
technical phenomenon, case study methodology is suitable. Case study research focuses on
real-life phenomena, and the inclusion of various contexts is encouraged when relevant [18].
Qualitative research aims at making detailed descriptions and creating in-depth understanding
of phenomena. The boundaries of a case study can either be well defined in advance [19] or
gradually be defined during the research [20]. The present research is a small case study based
in a well-defined geographical area, the Ringdansen development, but the boundaries of the
examined social learning extend beyond the neighbourhood.
The case study focuses on the “Youth Housing” project in the Ringdansen development in the
town of Norrköping, Sweden. Since 2008, Linköping University has collaborated with the
owner of this development, Hyresbostäder i Norrköping AB (HNAB), a housing company
owned by Norrköping municipality. In 2009, HNAB initiated a project to attract a “new
group” of tenants to the Ringdansen neighbourhood and enhance its green profile. The
concept and organization of the project were not created in collaboration with Linköping
University but were HNAB’s own initiative and design; the collaboration merely gave
Linköping University researchers easy access to the neighbourhood. HNAB has recently been
promoting Ringdansen using the Climate-Clever Living programme, and a new logo has been
launched. The programme offered a 50% rent discount to people aged 18–25 years, who could
earn two-year leases for two- or three-bedroom flats in one of the residential buildings. To
earn a lease (20 in total), one had to commit to involvement in a programme including various
activities, for example, meetings and practical outdoor actions such as picking up litter in a
recreational area near the neighbourhood. The meetings the housing company organized for
the youths typically included a presentation on an environmental issue, such as global
warming or global food consumption, supported by a movie or guest lecturer, followed by
discussion of practical actions for reducing one’s environmental impact, as related to the issue
presented. The meetings were independent of each other and entailed no homework or
reflections between the meetings. It was our initiative to ask permission to evaluate the project
after one year.
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Various data collection techniques can be used with case study methodology [18]; for our
objectives, however, we chose to conduct focus group interviews. Focus group interviews
produce primary data on the thoughts and understandings of people talking with each other in
the same situation [21,22]. In the focus groups for the present research, we concentrated on
issues related to energy and the environment. The analyses of interviews are our own; the
results of the analyses were presented to housing company representatives, who gave us
feedback on them. Since only 20 households participated in the Youth Housing project,
yielding a small number of possible respondents, we invited all members of these households
to attend the focus groups. Fifteen household members participated, representing almost 50%
of the total, comprising nine women and six men. Four focus groups were organized by two
researchers, one responsible for recording the interviews and taking notes and the other for
keeping the conversation going and introducing new topics when the current topic seemed to
be exhausted. The topics were presented using six pictures depicting the neighbourhood,
energy, and the housing company. The youths responded to and understood what the pictures
visualized in quite similar ways, even though divergent practices were related to the pictures
during discussion; these results will be presented in the next section. The interviews were
digitally recorded and transcribed, resulting in 50 pages of text. The relatively small amount
of text made it possible to manually organize the primary data into various themes in
accordance with the energy and environmental focus of the research project. The analyses
were inspired by the hermeneutic research tradition and the hermeneutic circle [23]. There is
always a risk of “going native” relative to the object of study and when interpreting the
results. However, the researchers did not participate in conceiving or organizing the “Youth
Housing” project and had no vested interests in whether or not the results of the project could
be considered fulfilled.
3. Results
The results of the focus group interviews can be organized into three themes: stated behaviour
in relation to heating, stated behaviour in relation to electricity and stated behaviour in
relation to the individual metering and billing system (IMB) of the Ringdansen
neighbourhood.
3.1. Stated behavior in relation to heating
Chilliness and technical issues were central when the youths talked about their behaviour in
relation to heating. All apartments are equipped with a thermostat for temperature control
device which should allow occupants to set indoor temperatures of 18-22° C and each flat
pays individually for its use of heath. However, most youths found the indoor temperature too
cold, with the thermostat set at its highest level, compared with earlier living experiences and
with what they were used to in earlier homes (this was the youths’ own impressions and does
not reflect measured values). A common observation was that the insulation performance was
inadequate due to a design flaw concerning the windows. One interviewee thought that the
sealing around the windows was not good enough, and many youths experienced air ingress
around windows and draughty flats. All flats are equipped with a ventilation outlet under the
windows and many youths created their own solutions to prevent cold air coming into the flats
through these outlets, for example, by using towels to block the ventilation outlet to raise the
indoor temperature. Another practice was to put on slippers and more clothes if the indoor
temperature was perceived as too cold. One interviewee claimed that it was unnecessary
always to turn up the thermostat and said “If it is cold indoors, I put on my slippers and a
cardigan”. That was a common practice for many youths, said that the fear of higher energy
bills was their main motivation. For some people, environmental factors such as melting
polar icecaps and dying polar bears were important reasons for not using more energy than
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needed. One youth claimed that these issues could be difficult to understand, but said: “I think
that we here (i.e. in the Youth Housing project) can learn from each other”.
Many youths struggled to learn how to use the thermostat as a temperature control device and
it was described both as a tool for heating control and as a tool that simply did not work.
Respondent 1: I thought that it (i.e. the thermostat) would be better than it was. I thought that
it was pretty cool to have a thermostat indoors, only because I’ve seen them on TV but later I
was …
Respondent 2: Always in American movies.
Respondent 1: Yes, everybody has a thermostat as a temperature-control device, and they can
lower their thermostat because it is often very warm inside. But we have more like …
Respondent 2: Raise the thermostat because it is so cold.
Respondent 1: Yes it is like that here.

Some perceived the thermostat, as a temperature control device, as difficult to understand and
as a barrier to controlling the indoor temperature. One youth said that it was strange that you
could not simply set the thermostat to the temperature you wanted indoors (the thermostat was
not marked with numbers). Some thought that the thermostats should function differently, and
others did not like the thermostats at all because they were difficult to understand (“I do not
like it at all”). Some youths described the thermostats as a tool for deciding how much heat to
use in the flat, saying that it was a useful innovation since everybody had to pay for their own
energy use. A common practice among many youths was to lower the thermostat in daytime
and then raise it in the evenings. It was also common to turn off the heating system in
summer, since it was usually not needed then. Youths with small children said it was a
difficult decision to turn off the heat, since the children needed a warmer indoor temperature.
3.2. Stated behaviour in relation to electricity
The difference between heat and electricity was not obvious to all the youths. During
discussions about the thermostat, it turned out that many had a knowledge gap regarding how
their flats were heated, and one youth did not distinguish between electricity and heating
consumption, even though the flats were heated with district heating and not with electricity.
The thermostat technology was a barrier to a few who equated the thermostat with both
temperature control and electricity, assuming that if the thermostat was turned off, the
electricity to the flat would be cut, which was not the case. One also assumed that the level on
the thermostat would affect the electricity bill, and was afraid of receiving higher electricity
bills if the thermostat was set too high. All youths, however, said it was important to save
electricity because this affects the global environment and can reduce the greenhouse effect.
Trying to reduce the amount of electricity used was an ongoing process in many households.
A common energy-saving practice that many were using was turning off electrical appliances
when not in use and not simply leaving them in stand-by mode. As one youth put it:
We always unplug all the cords for our electrical appliances, like all lamps, the TV, the
microwave, for everything. The cords have to be unplugged.

Interviewees said that it was easy to forget to unplug cords and turn off appliances when
unused, although many said that they tried remember. One respondent said that, before the
household had moved to the neighbourhood they seldom turned off the TV when they went to
bed, now, however, they always turned it off. Another respondent claimed that the computer
was always left on before, even though no one was using it. The move to the youth living
project had changed that, and nowadays the household always turns off the computer when
not in use. Most respondents found that it easy to remember to save electricity when they first
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moved into the neighbourhood, though many remarked that it was easy to forget about
electricity use in everyday life. Similar studies have noted the same phenomenon (24).
Respondent 7: You forget. It is so easy to forget.
Respondent 8: I thought about it a lot at the beginning, but I can say that now I am a bit
careless about it.

During the focus group interviews, energy were also connected to travelling and small-scale
energy production, which some youths wished was installed in the neighbourhood. Many
youths used cars for transportation but not all households had access to a car, so many used
the bus or bicycle for everyday transportation. The bus was said to be slow, and it was
sometimes faster to ride a bicycle instead of taking the bus to the city centre. Many youths
had great hopes that the housing company would embark on small-scale energy production,
and expected leading-edge energy-production innovations and energy-efficient technology to
be implemented in the neighbourhood. The youths described the housing company in mostly
positive terms. They appreciated its accessibility and the meetings it organised in the Youth
Housing project, though some wanted more concrete action from the housing company.
Respondent 3: It is the next step. For now they try to engage people. The next step is …
Respondent 4: Action.

3.3. Stated behaviour in relation to individual metering and visualization
The system for individual metering and billing was appreciated by most youths. The ability to
influence the costs by paying for the rent and energy use separately was regarded as an
advantage of the Youth Housing project, since it is seldom the case in Sweden. One youth
said individual metering and billing was the best thing about the Youth Housing project.
Many thought that this system was environmentally friendly, since it makes individuals start
thinking about the energy they use, as they have to pay for it themselves. By making it
obvious that energy has a cost, the system almost challenges individuals to save energy:
It is good, especially from an environment perspective, and I think that you should not use
more than you need. That is important.

When the bill came every month the system visualized the energy used in numbers and
kilowatts, although many were vague as to what a kilowatt really represented or how it was
measured. Understanding the energy consumption data on the bill or how the system worked
was not considered that important. Feedback systems have been used in earlier studies with
varying results, frequent feedback being found most effective [1]. In the present case, the
energy bill functioned almost like a feedback system, giving feedback every month on energy
used in terms of how much money the youths had to pay. Saving energy was often equated to
saving money, since lower electricity use results in a lower electricity bill. Households would
even compete against themselves, by trying to get lower electricity bills every month. They
would think back over their energy behaviour in the current month versus in earlier months,
and try to learn what to do or not to do the next month. The incentive to save money was a
frequently citied reason, since many households were low-income or student households.
Trust in system’s features and functions was high among the youths. No one doubted that
their bill accurately recorded their energy use, but assumed that the technological system was
working as it was supposed to, although it is always possible for technical systems to have
flaws. The youths could not really determine by themselves whether the metering system was
working as intended, and it was not usual to compare one’s energy used with one’s
neighbours’. Social activities initiated by the housing company helped influence resident
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attitudes and were appreciated. One youth said that before he did not think his use could make
a difference. After he moved to the neighbourhood, however, he changed his mind:
I think that involvement with the other youths in the block affects my consciousness and has
made me more aware of the importance of everybody doing something when it comes to
energy saving.

4. Discussion
Results indicate that a combination of technology (i.e. metering and visualized energy use)
and social activities initiated by the housing company (e.g. educational activities and meeting
neighbours and housing company staff) changed some of the practices involved in what were
perceived as energy-wasting behaviour (e.g. using stand-by modes and taking long hot
showers), though other practices (e.g. transportation and heating) were more difficult to
change due to socio–technical barriers. Learning related to the home and various household
activities might, according to the theories of situated learning [14] and practices [15], be the
right approach to altering unsustainable behaviour, shifting it in the direction of low-energy
living. The housing company is on the right track in choosing a learning approach for their
Climate-Clever Living project. However, regarding the Youth Housing project, few
respondents referred to specific things they had learnt in the first year of the project. Instead,
reference was made to the fellowship between young residents of the neighbourhood. Most
respondents, however, approved of the housing company’s ability to inform them of energy
and climate issues. Over the course of the year the project had run, the housing company had
earned the youths’ trust when it came to environmental matters [25].
Learning as a struggle [14] to become more knowledgeable was not acknowledged to any
great extent by either the housing company or its tenants. The struggle mostly involved
learning how to use devices, such as a thermostat, in the meetings, not learning and retaining
changed behaviour, for which information provision alone has been demonstrated to be
insufficient [1]. No pressure was put on the youths to reflect on or analyse their behaviour.
Formal learning usually involves homework and studying for tests; in this project, however,
learning was supposed to take place in the homes of the tenants and in the interaction with
other tenants and the housing company. As a result, changing basic practices at home was
never discussed in depth, and some youths went back to their former and less-energy-efficient
modes of behaviour – as exemplified when they talked about saving electricity. Instead, the
youths emphasized new, more innovative initiatives and a desire for the housing company to
take action, rather than emphasizing how to do one’s laundry in an energy-efficient way or
manage the temperature of one’s flat. The more innovative ideas included bicycle pools,
second-hand clothing businesses, and solar panel and PV installation. Ongoing reflection on
current practices and struggle to change one’s behaviour may not be fun, but are necessary in
order to change behaviour.
Putting new knowledge in a wider context is also crucial in efforts to create change [17]. It
might be difficult to recognize the relationship between individual energy consumption and
environmental problems [26] – although this was not a problem here – so context is always
important. The contexts made available in the project were either the neighbourhood of
Ringdansen or the other extreme, the globe. The neighbourhood might be too narrow a
context in which to fully understand a new behaviour, while the globe might be too
overwhelmingly large to relate to. Here, learners need help navigating through various
contexts and must be shown how a behavioural change might influence contexts at various
scales, i.e. the household, building, neighbourhood, precinct, town, region, country, continent,
and globe. It was possible for the youths to compare their energy use with their neighbours’,
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but they said they seldom did that. We suggest that the data collected through the IMB system
be used to set household behaviour in a wider context and make it possible to compare
individual efforts with those of the entire neighbourhood and at other geographical levels.
5. Conclusions
An overall conclusion is that the project was successful in terms of changing some attitudes
and energy-related behaviour. However, the youths displayed knowledge gaps in relation to
the energy system and their basic understanding of the installed energy systems (e.g. the
difference between the heating and electricity systems). Learning as a process must be
acknowledged and the difference between providing and obtaining information, and learning
and assimilating knowledge must be recognized when designing change-creation projects and
schemes. Learning is an ongoing process that differs between individuals. Consequently,
changing behaviour is better approached as a scheme than a project.
Learning includes socio–technical features. To facilitate learning and change, it is essential to
provide infrastructure so that learning can take place in a wide range of places and not be
restricted to certain, special places. In this case, HNAB has provided some state-of-the-art
technical infrastructure, such as individual metering and billing. However, the infrastructure
might also be social networks and include, as in this case, neighbours or even professionals
from the housing company. These networks can give rise to more formal support groups than
those existing between some youths, either in person or via the Internet. Technology has great
potential as a tool for change, but that potential is underused in Ringdansen. We should not be
afraid to approach learning about low-energy living in a fun way, making use of residents’
creative ideas, like those of the studied youths.
For HNAB and perhaps other housing companies in Sweden, our results suggest that the
present model of education for youths might be made more accurate and more flexible. It
might be too challenging to target all groups of tenants at the same time, but starting with
“easy” groups that are already somewhat interested in environmental issues is definitely the
right way to proceed. The next group to target might be senior tenants, for example.
According to a survey conducted in Ringdansen, the housing company is perceived as
trustworthy by youths and young adults, so HNAB representatives should be the ones
presenting data and discussing environmental issues with tenants. However, it is crucial to
focus more on facts and data about a range of environmental issues and then provide
opportunities to reflect on and discuss the information given. We would like to see a more
comprehensive model of how the housing company will work on change creation in the
future.
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